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Manual for whirlpool cabrio washer

Cabrio washer models Whirlpool Cabrio Washing Machines WTW6200SW0, WTW6200SW1, WTW6200SW2, WTW6200SW3, WTW6200VW0, WTW6200VW1, WTW6300SB0, WTW6300SB1, WTW6300SB2, WTW6300SG0, WTW6300SG1, WTW6300SG2, WTW6300SW0, WTW6300SW1, WTW6300SW2, WTW6300WW0,
WTW6340WW0, WTW6400SW0, WTW6400SW1, WTW6400SW2, WTW6400SW3, WTW6500WW1, WTW6600SB0, WTW6600SB1, WTW6600SB2, WTW6600SB3, WTW6600SG0, WTW6600SG1, WTW6600SG2, WTW6600SG3, WTW6600SW0, WTW6600SW1, WTW6600SW2, WTW6600SW3, WTW6700TU1, WTW6700TU2,
WTW6700TW0, WTW6700TW1, WTW6700TW2, WTW6800WB1, WTW6800WL1, WTW6800WW1, WTW7300XW0, WTW7340XW0, WTW7600XW0, WTW7800XW0 Cabrio Washer Repair Guide Cabrio Components Troubleshooting Cabrio Problems Cabrio Diagnostic Mode Cabrio Error Codes Tips &amp; Tricks Caution! Diagnostic
modes are preformed with the washing machine attached in and will also bypass some of the standard laundry safety features. Particular caution should be used to avoid electric shock, as well as injury or death due to moving parts! Note: The washing machine must operate as described in these tests. However, the information contained
in your washing machine wire diagram and technical sheet may be slightly different. Always double-check the wire diagram of your washing machine and technical sheet before drawing a conclusion. If you have a different result you may want to see the descriptions of the items on this page for more clues and tests. Automatic diagnostic
test mode: 1. The washing machine must be connected and on standby with all indicators turned off. 2. Select any button on the washing machine console other than Power, Start, or Stop. Press / Hold 3 seconds - Release 3 Seconds - Press / Hold 3 Seconds - Release 3 Seconds - Press / Hold 3 seconds. 3. If the diagnostic test function
has been successfully introduced, all indicator lights will shine for five seconds with 88 in the time display. (If it didn't work try #2 again a thousand ... Two thousand... Three thousand) 4. If there are stored fault codes will be displayed. If there are no codes other than errors, all the tell-tale lights will go out for a while and then reappear with
88, and the automatic diagnostic function will start in five seconds. 5. If you cannot enter diagnostic test mode, press the power button and make sure that the button you were trying to use is working properly to schedule the cycle function of the washing machine. There may be a problem with this power button. Find another button in the
control that appears to be working and try to sign in to diagnosis with this button. You can also verify that the user interface has a good connection to the washing machine control panel in terminal P11. Note: Pressing the STOP or POWER button at any time to exit the diagnostic function of the washing machine. Double-digit code Cabrio
Mode Next step C0 Slow rotation at 23 rpm If the tub does not rotate go go diagnostic mode: Machine, rotation. The C1 Cabrio's primary hot and cold water valves open as well as the detergent and fresh filling valves, then the fresh valve opens until the Cabrio basket floats, releasing from the basket node. Then the Cabrio washer will
continue to fill through the detergent and fresh valves at the minimum water level. If there is no water or the water temperature is wrong go to manual diagnostic function: Water valves. If the basket does not float or disconnect, look for the cause of friction of the inner washing basket. C2 Cabrio cold water valve and bleach valve open for
10 seconds. If no water flows through the bleach cup go to manual diagnostic mode: Water valves. C3 Cabrio's hot water and fabric softener valves open for 10 seconds. NOTE: if the Cabrio washing machine does not have a fabric softener hub, this step will occur, but no water will flow. If your washing machine has a fabric softener
distributor and no water flow go into manual diagnostic function: Water valves. C4 The original water valves of the Cabrio washing machine are open as well as the detergent water valve for 10 seconds If no water flows through the detergent cup go to manual diagnostic function: The water valves C5 Cabrio washer will be shaken for 15
seconds. If the washing machine doesn't shake go to manual diagnostic mode: engine, agitation. C6 The cabrio washing machine's recirculation pump will activate for 10 seconds, spraying water back into the wash tub from the back left of the rose. If there is no water is being re-released go to manual diagnostic function: Pumps. C7 The
Cabrio laundry drain pump is activated with 120 VAC until the inner wash basket sinks and is reunited with the Cabrio basket center plus an additional 10 seconds of timed drainage. If the water does not drain from the washing machine go into manual diagnostic function: Pumps If the inner washing basket is not re-synthesized, remove
the inner wash basket and determine the cause of friction. C8 The Cabrio washer will continue to drain and slow the rotation at 23 rpm If the duct pump does not pump water from the tub go to manual diagnostic mode: Pumps. If the inner basket does not turn go to manual diagnostic function: Machine. C9 The inner wash basket should
coast to a stand. If the basket does not stop rotating within 5 seconds, press the stop button on the washing machine controller and restart the I'm not going to do this to you. Test end cycle signal holes. If no beep is heard, make sure the circle signal is running. Manual Diagnostic Test Mode Perform steps 1 and 2 to activate the automatic
diagnostic test function, and then press the same button once again, while 88 is on the laundry screen for 5 seconds. Pressing the STOP or POWER button at any time to exit the diagnostic function of the washing machine. Note: If the button is not pressed within the 5 seconds that 88 88 appears the diagnostic test function will start after
any stored error/error codes have been displayed. If the manual diagnostic test mode is inserted correctly you will hear a single beep and a 2 digit console ID # is displayed for 3 seconds followed by 00 and the addition of a clothing indicator light will flash. If you don't see a 2-digit console ID code, you may need to replace the user
interface, but try running the rest of the test anyway. Note: If no buttons are pressed on the washing machine within 5 minutes, the washing machine will exit manual diagnostic test mode and enter normal standby mode. Water level sensor calibration Pressing and holding the Circle Signal button until an audible signal is heard and the
screen displaying pt for zero calibration can reset the water level sensor. (All clothes and water should be outside the bathtub of the washing machine for proper calibration. Water valves Important Note: When you manually open the water valves in diagnostic mode, the water valves will NOT be automatically drained by the pressure
detection switch; don't go make a sandwich with the water flowing into the washing machine tub or your house will become a pool! By turning the circle selector button or selecting a specific circle setting (push button models) and then pressing the Start button you can manually activate a secondary hub valve to check if it is working
properly; pressing the Start button a second time will turn off the valve; pressing the Wash/Rinse Temp radio button will activate the main hot and cold water valves. Hot + Start = Cold + Start hot valve opens = Opens cold valve Warm + Start = Opens hot and cold valves. Note: At least one main and one secondary valve must be opened
to get the water into the bathtub. Just fresh, detergent, bleach, or tubular fabric softener valves on their own will not release water into the laundry tub. Pressing the Start button will turn on and off the valve Select Circle With Button or Valve Button Tubular Energized Whites/Whites + Start Fresh Fill Heavy Duty + Start Detergent Normal +
Start Softening Fabric (not all models) Casual + Start Bleach Recovery &amp; Drain Pump Tests: Note: Pumps move water ... so these tests work best if you have filled the laundry tub with some water with the water valve tests above. To manually activate the recirculation pump in Whirlpool Cabrio washing machines, press and the Clean
Washer or Drain &amp; Spin button or Select the Clean Washer or Drain &amp; Spin cycle option and press start (rotary button models). Pressing the Clean Laundry, Drain &amp; Spin button, or Start a second time will disable the recirculation pump. By pressing Clean Laundry, Drain &amp; Spin, or Button again will turn on the drain
pump. Pressing the Clean Washer, Drain &amp; Spin button, or Start Button for the fourth time will turn off the drain pump. Cap switch test: Opening the laundry cover should cause the indicator lights to turn off Clean or Done Clothes. Closing the lid should cause the indicator lights to be activated in Clean or Done Clothes. Cap lock test:
Note: The lid must be closed when you do this test or an invalid button noise will be heard. To lock the lid press and release the 2nd Rinse or Extra Rinse button, the door lock light will turn on. To unlock the lid press the 2nd Rinse or Extra Rinse button a second time, the door lock light will go out. Engine tests: Note: Water should cover
the washing plate or agitator fins to allow the inner basket to float and disconnect from the basket center for all engine tests. See manual water valve diagnostic tests. Problems with any of the machine tests are most often related to something wedged between indoor and outdoor wash baskets that create friction, bad cable connections,
broken cables, or control problems. Rotor position sensor (DPS): The three rinse and rotation indicators are used to detect the three rotor position sensors located in the engine stator of the washing machine. As the inner wash basket rotates so does the rotor. Lift the lid and manually rotate the inner bathtub as the bathtub activates these
three lights should be turned on and off indicating that the RFS correctly detects the position and speed of the rotor. Rotation: Note: To turn on rotation, the lid must be closed and the lid lock activated. See Cap switch tests. If the lid is not closed or locked, an invalid key will be heard, an invalid key will be heard. Also the vessel must float
for this test to function properly. To start the washing machine that rotates at 23 rpm, press the Rotation Speed, Water Level, or Load Size buttons. Press the same button again to accelerate to 530 rpm Press the same button again to accelerate to 1000 rpm Pressing the same button for the fourth time will turn off the engine. You will also
notice that the RFS detection lights are active during all washer engine tests. Agitate: To manually start the washing machine stimulation type and release the Soil Level button once for the gentle action a second time for normal action, a third time for heavy wash action and a fourth time to turn off the engine. Console &amp; Pointer
Diagnostic Test Mode The console and diagnostic indicator test on a Whirlpool Cabrio washing machine are used to control the cycle selector, console pointers, user interface buttons, double-digit screen, screen, and buzzer. 1. The washing machine must be on standby (off). 2. Press and release the following buttons within 4 seconds.
Soil Level - Wash / Rinse Temp - Ground Level - Wash / Rinse Temp Temp successful dt should appear in the laundry indicator. 4. Within 5 seconds press Start all the indicator lights should be on and 88 should be displayed. 5. Press the start key again to turn off the status indicators and the double-digit screen, all other indicators should
remain on. Tap Start again to turn all the indicator lights back on. Rotating the circle selector forward and back should turn off or turn on the corresponding lights.  Pressing buttons should also turn the lights on and off to make sure they work properly.  Pressing the Ground Level, Rotation Speed:, Water Level, Load Size, or Wash/Wash
Temperature buttons should turn on all indicators for this option. Pages: 1 2 3 4 4
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